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                    Website – http://rrbguwahati.gov.in
  

    Provisional Result of Written Examination of 
 

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES

 On the basis of the performance in the Written Examination held on 
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be noted that 
this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the Centralized Employmen
Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While 
every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or 
typographical mistake.  
  

  At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and 
Documents issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 
(Matriculation/Diploma/ Degree issued by the Board/Council/University/Institute), caste certificate and non
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark
not been received from respective Board/Council/Univers
sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University/Institute should be produced. SC/ST candidates must bring 
Caste/Tribe certificate as prescribed in Annexure
Competent Authority, OBC candidate should bring up
prescribed in Annexure-4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant testimonials. Please note that OBC certificates have to 
submit latest community certificate with non
date of verification.  
 

  Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure
02/2014 on non-judicial stamp paper that he/she belongs to the minority community having claimed exam fee 
exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the 
para-4.01 and 5 B(VIII) of CEN-02/2014.  
 

  Income certificate in the prescribed format as per Annexure
exam fee exemption. If the income certificate is not p
para-4.01 and 5 B(v) of CEN-02/2014. 
 

  During DV, the candidates will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be 
given and the candidature of the candidates not pr
forfeited as per Para 5(B) Note-1. However OBC/SC/ST candidates, who fail to produce the original certificate strictly 
according to CEN-2/2014 and feature in the UR merit list, will be a
 

  Candidates must ensure that their name, date of birth, father’s name and other particulars in their 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in name/father’s 
name/initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating that the name as filled in 
application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of verification.
 

                Candidates may please note that if they fail to produce the original certificates in support of date of 
birth/qualification/Caste/community in prescribed format/proof of Ex
Declaration/Income Certificate/NOC on the day of doc
without any further notice. 
 

  Call letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV 
to be conducted in the RRB, Guwahati, Panbazar, Station Road
any postal delay or wrong delivery. However, if any candidate does not receive the call letter, he/she may report to 
RRB on date mentioned against each, along with counter foil of the call letter of writ
candidate may be required to stay for 1/2 more days and they must come prepared for it.
 

 All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
General (UR) list ,should note that  their candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for provisional 
empanelment only after OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list and having higher 
merit position than  OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, 
candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates provisionally called  for DV against OBC, SC and ST quota 
vacancies may or may not be provisionally empanelled.

Note:(I)Call letter for Document Verification does 
later at any stage that any candidate does not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, candidature will be 
cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained. (II) A
must be complied. 
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Result of Written Examination of JE against  CEN-02/2014

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES 

On the basis of the performance in the Written Examination held on 14/12/2014
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be noted that 
this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the Centralized Employmen
Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While 
every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or 

At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and 
Documents issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 

ued by the Board/Council/University/Institute), caste certificate and non
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark
not been received from respective Board/Council/University/Institute, then provisional pass certificate and mark 
sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University/Institute should be produced. SC/ST candidates must bring 
Caste/Tribe certificate as prescribed in Annexure-3 of the Centralized Employment Notice (CEN
Competent Authority, OBC candidate should bring up-to-date OBC certificate with Non-Creamy layer status as 

4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant testimonials. Please note that OBC certificates have to 
mit latest community certificate with non-creamy layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the 

Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure
judicial stamp paper that he/she belongs to the minority community having claimed exam fee 

exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the document verification, the candidature will be rejected as per 

Income certificate in the prescribed format as per Annexure-7 of CEN No.02/2014 having claimed 
exam fee exemption. If the income certificate is not produced during the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per 

During DV, the candidates will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be 
given and the candidature of the candidates not producing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be 

1. However OBC/SC/ST candidates, who fail to produce the original certificate strictly 
2/2014 and feature in the UR merit list, will be accepted as UR candidates only. 

Candidates must ensure that their name, date of birth, father’s name and other particulars in their 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in name/father’s 

initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating that the name as filled in 
application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of verification.

ndidates may please note that if they fail to produce the original certificates in support of date of 
birth/qualification/Caste/community in prescribed format/proof of Ex-Serviceman/proof of PWD/Minority 
Declaration/Income Certificate/NOC on the day of document verification, the candidature is liable to be forfeited 

Call letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV 
to be conducted in the RRB, Guwahati, Panbazar, Station Road, Guwahati- 781001.  This RRB is not responsible for 
any postal delay or wrong delivery. However, if any candidate does not receive the call letter, he/she may report to 
RRB on date mentioned against each, along with counter foil of the call letter of written examination. All the 
candidate may be required to stay for 1/2 more days and they must come prepared for it. 

All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
heir candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for provisional 

empanelment only after OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list and having higher 
merit position than  OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, SC and ST quota and their 30% extra 
candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates provisionally called  for DV against OBC, SC and ST quota 
vacancies may or may not be provisionally empanelled. 

Note:(I)Call letter for Document Verification does not give any guarantee for employment in Railways. If it is found 
later at any stage that any candidate does not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, candidature will be 
cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained. (II) All instructions given in the CEN
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02/2014  

14/12/2014, the following 
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be noted that 
this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the Centralized Employment 
Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While 
every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or 

At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and 
Documents issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 

ued by the Board/Council/University/Institute), caste certificate and non-creamy 
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark-sheets have 

ity/Institute, then provisional pass certificate and mark 
sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University/Institute should be produced. SC/ST candidates must bring 

otice (CEN-02/2014) signed by 
Creamy layer status as 

4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant testimonials. Please note that OBC certificates have to 
creamy layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the 

Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure-8 of CEN No. 
judicial stamp paper that he/she belongs to the minority community having claimed exam fee 

document verification, the candidature will be rejected as per 

7 of CEN No.02/2014 having claimed 
roduced during the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per 

During DV, the candidates will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be 
oducing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be 

1. However OBC/SC/ST candidates, who fail to produce the original certificate strictly 
ccepted as UR candidates only.  

Candidates must ensure that their name, date of birth, father’s name and other particulars in their 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in name/father’s 

initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating that the name as filled in 
application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of verification. 

ndidates may please note that if they fail to produce the original certificates in support of date of 
Serviceman/proof of PWD/Minority 

ument verification, the candidature is liable to be forfeited 

Call letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV 
781001.  This RRB is not responsible for 

any postal delay or wrong delivery. However, if any candidate does not receive the call letter, he/she may report to 
ten examination. All the 

All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
heir candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for provisional 

empanelment only after OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list and having higher 
SC and ST quota and their 30% extra 

candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates provisionally called  for DV against OBC, SC and ST quota 

not give any guarantee for employment in Railways. If it is found 
later at any stage that any candidate does not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, candidature will be 

ll instructions given in the CEN-2/2014 



 

The list given below includes provisional General (UR), OBC, SC, ST and 30% Extra candidates 

DATE OF D.V.:   19.01.2016                      / REPORTING TIME :  08.00    Hrs               Date of issue of Duplicate call letter for DV:   18.01.2016                             

20124021000024 20124021000049 20124022000159 20124024000221 20124024000259 

20124024000274 20124024000279 20124024000387 20124021001170 20124021001300 

20124021001713 20124021001974 20124021002281 20124021002315 20124021002497 

20124021002963 20124021003101 20124021003250 20124021003378 20124021003475 

20124021003764 20124021004095 20124021004098 20124021004193 20124021004564 

20124021004615 20124021004677 20124021004817 20124021005125 20124021005201 

20124021006205 20124021006571 20124021007047 20124021007082 20124021007211 

20124021007997 20124021008433 20124021008516 20124021009780 20124021009955 

20124021011378 20124021011408 20124021011484 20124021011804 20124021012450 

20124022013261 20124022013422 20124022013445 20124022013487 20124022013669 
 

 

DATE OF D.V.:   19.01.2016                      / REPORTING TIME :  13.00    Hrs               Date of issue of Duplicate call letter for DV:   18.01.2016                             

20124022013675 20124022014033 20124022014076 20124022014222 20124022014305 

20124022014436 20124022014593 20124022014705 20124022014744 20124022014984 

20124022015552 20124022015698 20124022015787 20124022015968 20124022016410 

20124022016716 20124022016922 20124022017068 20124022017204 20124022018108 

20124022018223 20124022018457 20124022019319 20124022019352 20124022019538 

20124023020142 20124023020329 20124023020410 20124023021288 20124023021415 

20124023021937 20124023022010 20124023022016 20124023022113 20124023022117 

20124023022205 20124023022329 20124023022498 20124023022563 20124023022901 

20124024023669 20124024024110 20124024024542 20124024024591 20124024024686 

20124024024846 20124024025179 20124024025223 20124024025610 20124024025923 

    

    

DATE OF D.V.:   20.01.2016                      / REPORTING TIME :   08.00 Hrs                 Date of issue of Duplicate call letter for DV:     19.01.2016                              

20124024026420 20124024026454 20124024026531 20124024026640 20124024026724 

20124024026878 20124024027000 20124024027144 20124024027289 20124024027524 

20124024027614 20124024027768 20124024028347 20124024028504 20124024029002 

20124024029052 20124024029824 20124024030052 20124024030159 20124024030749 

20124024030819 20124024031052 20124024031247 20124024031436 20124024031796 

20124024031834 20124024032292 20124024032450 20124024032517 20124024032663 

20124024033146 20124024033308 20124024034069 20124024034491 20124024034893 

20124024035286 20124024036615 20124024036969 20124024039137 20124025039666 

20124025039676 20124028039722 20124028039726 

   

 

 

     Date: 1
st

 January,2016                                                                  Chairman, 

                      Guwahati                                                                   RRB, Guwahati. 


